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THE GIFT OF TIME

If you are unable to watch the video, choose roles and read this script.  

KOFI: Hello, Sister Benkosi. How are you?

SISTER BENKOSI:�"SF�ZPV�PLBZ�,Pר 

KOFI:�0I�4JTUFS�#FOLPTJ��*ѻN�TP�CVTZ��
I have to work and serve and help my 
GBNJMZ��Ѭ�Ѭ��BOE�UIFO�NZ�GPPUCBMM�UPP��*�
have no time!

SISTER B.:�,Pר�ZPV�IBWF�BMM�UIF�UJNF�
there is.

KOFI: What?

SISTER B.: My boy, God has given us a 
great gift—our time. We must do with 
it what matters most.

KOFI: But how, Sister Benkosi? You 
have always done so much. You have 
succeeded with your family, with 
your business. You have served and 
blessed many, like me. I don’t know 
how you do it.

SISTER B.: Do you really want to know? 
If you will sit still and listen, I will tell 
you my secret.

Every morning I rise before the sun. I 
dress and wash my face and hands.

I read the scriptures. Then I make a list 
of what I should do that day.

I think of who I might serve. I pray to 
know God’s will. And I listen.

Sometimes the names or faces of 
people come to mind. I add them to 
my list.

KOFI: Is that how you always know 
just who needs your service?

SISTER B.:�:FT�,Pר��"OE�*�QSBZ�GPS�
strength and wisdom. I pray that God 
will “consecrate [my] performance.” It 
says that in 2 Nephi 32.

I thank Him. I promise to do my best. 
I ask that He will do what I cannot.

Then I look at my list. I put a 1 by the 
most important thing, then a �.

KOFI: How do you know the priorities?

SISTER B.: I listen when I pray! Then I 
go to work. I look at number 1 and try 
UP�EP�JUר�STU�UIFO�OVNCFS���

Sometimes things change. The Holy 
Ghost tells me to do something else. 
That is good.

I work very hard, but I have peace. I 
know God will help me.

So, with my list and the Spirit, I do what 
NBUUFST�,Pר�

KOFI: That sounds simple and hard at 
the same time.

SISTER B.:�:PV�BSF�SJHIU��8IFO�*ר�OBMMZ�
prepare for bed, I pray. I report to 
Heavenly Father. I tell Him how the 
day went. I ask questions. I ask what I 
can do better. I listen. I often feel His 
MPWF��*�LOPX�)F�NBHOJרFT�XIBU�*�USZ�
UP�EP��5IFO�*�IBWF�QFBDF�,Pר�BOE�*�
sleep.

KOFI: That is good, Mamma Benkosi. I 
want this peace. I want to use my time. 
I want to work and serve better.
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